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Where do you think Hawks will finish — and does it 
matter?
9:16 am March 8, 2011, by Jeff Schultz

Al Horford and the Hawks had a big home win over 

Chicago but that hasn't always been the case this 

season. (Curtis Compton)

If the NBA playoffs opened today, the Hawks would open on the road against Orlando.

Question: Would it matter that much if they could move past Orlando into fourth in the Eastern 

Conference for home court advantage?

For that matter, would it hurt that much if they fell behind the New York Knicks into sixth place 

and had to play Miami?
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I’m on the way to Hawks practice this morning for a few interviews before tonight’s against the 

Lakers. But I’m starting to think this team is better off playing on the road.

First of all, here are the standings in the East:

♦

♦

♦

Team                 W-L   GB 

1. Boston           46-15  -- 

2. Chicago          44-18  2.5 

3. Miami            43-20  4 

4. Orlando          40-24  7.5 

5. Atlanta          37-26  10 

6. New York         33-29  13.5 

7. Philadelphia     32-30  14.5 

8. Indiana          27-35  19.5

♦

Here’s the breakdown:

– Home vs. Road: The Hawks have only a slightly better record at home (18-11) than they do on 

the road (19-15). Their home record ranks only sixth best in the East, but their road record ranks 

third, behind only Boston (19-10) and Miami (21-12). The strong road record actually is a good 

sign for the postseason. But the drop-off at home — where the Hawks were 34-7 last season — 

is curious. Could the poor home attendance be a factor? I’ll get into this more tonight.

– Playing Orlando: The Hawks historically have had problems against the Magic in the regular 

season and playoffs, partly because they had nobody to match up with Dwight Howard. But 

Orlando is not nearly as strong a team this season. In fact, the Hawks have won the last two 

meetings — 80-74 in Orlando and 91-81 at home. The teams meet again in three weeks.

– Playing Miami: If the Knicks catch the Hawks, that could mean a 3 vs. 6 match-up against 

Miami (assuming the Heat hold onto third). At one time this would’ve seemed like a death 

sentence for the Hawks. But Miami has lost four straight and five out of six and there’s a seeming 

lack of confidence in the half-court offense. The Heat won the first meeting between the teams 

this season, but the Hawks won at Miami in January (the Hawks were missing Marvin Williams, 

the Heat  Chris Bosh).
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So while the initial reaction is to think the Hawks would be better off playing at home against 

Orlando than any other option, at this point there doesn’t seem to be a huge difference.

What are your thoughts on this? Do you have a preference? And why do you believe the Hawks 

haven’t been better at home?

By Jeff Schultz
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